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The general method of transformation of codes of states into the codes of microoperations’ 
sets and vice versa is proposed. The structures of circuits for Mealy and Moore FSMs are 
proposed and method of their design is discussed. The further hardware reduction is connected 
with increasing of the circuit’s levels. The possible solutions are given.

1 introduction

A control unit (CU) of any digital system can be represented either as Mealy or Moore finite state 
machine (FSM). The minimization of hardware in the circuits of control units (CU) implemented on the 
Programmable Logic Devices (PLD) can be worked out thanks to the increasing of the number of levels in the 
circuit of FSM [1]. In this case optimization of the circuit that implements the microoperations of the digital 
system is connected with formation of some additional variables [2, 3]. The method that permits to decrease 
the amount of additional variables and, therefore, an amount of PLDs in the circuit of FSM is proposed in 
this article.

2 The main definitions and an idea of the proposed method

Let a control unit be represented as a finite state machine S with set of  internal states A = {a1,…,aM}, 
set of  logic conditions X = {x1,…,xL}, set of microoperations Y = {y1,…,yN} and terms F = (F1,…,FM} and 
let each term corresponds to one line of the direct structural table (DST ) [1]. Let DST has Z different 
sets of microoperations YZ ⊆ Y and let states am ∈ A are encoded using special set of  internal variables 
Tr ∈ T = {T1,…,TR}, where R = ]log2M[. Let each set Yz corresponds to the binary code K(Yz) with Q = ]log2Z[ 
bits and let these encoding variables form set V = (v1,…,vQ}. The states am ∈ A correspond to the binary codes 
K(am) with  R bits. Let’s name state am ∈ A and set YZ ⊆ Y as the objects of FSM S. The main idea of the 
proposed method is following. 

One of the objects (state or set of microoperations) is a function on the terms of DST and second 
object is the function of the first one and - may be- some additional elements. Such approach is based on 
the insertion of special code transformer (CT) in the structure of FSM.  If code transformer CT implements 
the matching A → Y, then we’ll name such FSM as PCAY – FSM. If code transformer CT implements the 
matching Y → A, then we’ll name such FSM as PCYY – FSM. The figures 1 and 2 show the structures of  
PCAY- FSM and PCYY – FSM that are the Moore FSM.. Here W is the set of variables that are necessary for 
one-to-one identification of the objects [4].

Because of the independence of the output functions of Moore FSM from the logic conditions, the 
subcircuit Y implementing the system of output functions Y can be connected with the outputs of register  
RG whether  directly (PCYY – FSM) or through the circuit CT (PCAY – FSM). Here subcircuit P  forms 
the excitation functions Φ = Φ(Т,Е) and special functions Ψ = Ψ(T,X) that are needed to form in the RG 
whether the functions T(PCAY – FSM) or the functions  V and W (PCYY – FSM). PCAY – FSM does not form 
functions Ψ because of relation
 M ≥ Z. (1)

Condition (1) is true only for particular case of Mealy FSM. It is the reason to form the functions W in 
Mealy PCAY- FSM (Figure 3) and PCYY – FSM (Figure 4). 

If codes of the objects are form by subcircuit P such objects are named as primary objects. If codes of 
the objects are the functions from other objects they are named as the secondary objects. 
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3 Сommon method of design of FSM with transformation of objects

The method of design for any automaton includes the same steps:
1. Formation of the direct structural table of FSM. In this case an initial information about a control 

algorithm is represented as flow-chart marked by the states of the corresponding FSM.
2. Determination of the set of variables I to the one-by-one identification of the secondary objects by 

primary ones [4]. The amount of the variables in the set I should be minimal one to decrease the total amount 
of the required outputs of the  subcircuit P.            

3. Encoding of the sets of microoperations YZ ⊆ Y using the elements of the set V. Formation of  table 
of microoperations. This step is executed  for further design of the transformed DST. The amount of variables 
in the set V should be minimal to minimize the amount of outputs in the subcircuit  P.

4. Encoding of the variables Ik ∈ I ={I1,…,IK} using the elements of the set W = {w1,…,wP}, where  P = 
]log2K[. Such  approach permits to minimize the total amount of outputs in the subcircuit P and the amount 
of the inputs in the code transformer.

5. One-to-one identification of the secondary objects by the codes of prime objects and codes  K(IK) 
of variables Ik ∈ I.

6. Formation of the transformed DST by excluding of the column of secondary objects and insertion 
of the column of variables for identification. 

7. Formation of the system of functions implemented by subcircuit P using the transformed DSP. 
8. Formation of the table of code converter and the system of its functions. 
9. Design of the logical circuit of FSM in the given base. 
The examples of application of this procedure with details for design of particular structure of FSM 

can be found in literature [4, 5].
Let us discuss an example of Moore FSM design using Table 1. This table contains  Т=4 sets of 

microoperations: Y1=∅, Y2={y1,y2}, Y3={y3}, Y4={y3,y4}, and  Q=2 variables is sufficient to encode them so  
Z={z1, z2}.Let К(Y1)=00, K(Y2)=01, …, K(Y4)=11. Then tables of microoperations and code transformer are 
given in the tables 2 and 3 respectively.

Functional circuit of FSM is shown on the figure 5. The application of this method is profitable if
 R > Q. (2)
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Figure  3. The structural circuit of 
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Figure  4. The structural circuit of 
Mealy  PCYY-FSM
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Figure  2. The structural circuit of 
Moore PCYY-FSM
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4 Optimization   of FSM with transformation of the codes of objects

The further hardware optimization is possible by increasing of the number of the circuit’s levels and 
application of method of encoding of the compatible microoperations [6]. Additionally Moore FSM can be 

Table 1. Initial DST of Moore FSM

am K(am) as K(as)
Xh Фh h

a1
(–) 000

a2 001 1x D3 1

a3 010 21xx D2 2

a4 011 21xx D2 D3 3

a2
(y1,y2)

001
a5 100 3x D1 4

a6 101 3x D1 D3 5

a3
(y3)

010
a5 100 3x D1 6

a6 101 3x D1 D3 7

a4
(y1,y2)

011
a5 100 3x D1 8
a6 101 3x D1 D3 9

a5
(y3,y4)

100
a7 110 4x D1 D2 10

a1 000 4x - 11

a6
(y1,y2)

101
a7 110 4x D1 D2 12

a1 000 4x - 13

a7
(y3,y4)

110
a5 100 3x D1 14

a6 101 3x D1 D3 15

Table  2. Table of microoperations of Moore FSM

Yt K(Yt) y1 y2 y3 y4 t

Y1 00 0 0 0 0 1
Y2 01 1 1 0 0 2
Y3 10 0 0 1 0 3
Y4 11 0 0 1 1 4

Table  3. Table of the code transformer of Moore FSM

am K(am) Yt K(Yt) Zm m

a1 000 Y1 00 - 1

a2 001 Y2 01 z2 2

a3 010 Y3 10 z1 3

a4 011 Y2 01 z2 4

a5 100 Y4 11 z1 z2 5

a6 101 Y2 01 z2 6

a7 110 Y4 11 z1 z2 7
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optimized taking into account the sets of pseudoequivalent states [7].
The replacement of logic conditions [1] yields FSM with MP-structure, where set X is replaced by the 

set P = {p1,…,pG}, G << L. The optimization of subcircuit M is possible whether thanks to precise encoding of 
the states (it is FSM with MC –structure) or thanks to transformation of the codes of the states in the codes of 
logic conditions (FSM with ML- structure) [7]. In this case an amount of variables in the set P can vary from 
1 till G and it is represented by the index g in the type of FSM. Therefore the replacement of logic conditions 
yields FSM with M1-, M1С-, M1L-,…, MG-, MGC-, MGL-structures.

The encoding of the fields of compatible microoperations yields FSM with PD-structure [1], where the 
system of microoperations is implemented using decoders. There are J classes of compatible microoperations 
in the particular FSM. The microoperations of the each class are implemented on the separate decoder. The 
procedure of verticalization of the control algorithm [6] permits to vary the number of the classes from 1 to 
J. It yields FSM with PD1 -,PD2-,…, PDJ-structure.

The optimization of Moore FSM is possible using [7]:
1.Optimal encoding of pseudoequivalent states that yields the FSM with PE-structure. In this case the 

codes of the states for one class of pseudoequivalent states should be included in one generalized interval of 
Boolean space. It is possible only in limited amount of cases. If such solution exist, it permits to minimize the 
hardware amount without delay in the time of the cycle of FSM.

2. Transformation of the codes of the states in the codes of the classes of pseudoequivalent states that 
yields the FSM with PC-structure. In this case the circuit of FSM includes a special transformer and it permits 
to compress the length of the DST of Moore FSM up to the length of equivalent Mealy FSM. But in this case 
the additional hardware is needed to solve the problem of optimization. In this case the optimal solution 
always exists. This solution is not connected with decreasing of the performance of FSM.

3. Transformation of the initial algorithm by including in it some additional operational nodes that 
yields FSM with PГ-structure. In this case we should insert additional operational node in initial flow-chart. 
Such approach leads to the increasing of the amount of cycles that are need for execution of algorithm.

All possible structures of the FSM with transformation of the codes of the objects are represented in 
the Table 4. 

Table  4. The structures of the logical circuits of the finite state 
machines with transformation of the codes of objects

A B C

M1
M1C
M1L

.

.

.

.
MG

MGC
MGL

Mealy FSM: PCA
PCY

Y
D1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

DY

Moore FSM:  PCA
PCY
PECA
PECY
PCCA
PCCY
PГCA
PГCY

The structures Si yielding by this table corresponds to the words B*C (double-level structures) или 
А*B*C (triple-level structures). From table 1 we can form 2(J+1) structures of Mealy FSM of the type B*C, 
8(J+1) structures of Moore FSM of the type B*C, 6G(J+1) structures of Mealy FSM of the type A*B*C and 
24G*(J+1) structures of Moore FSM of the type A*B*C. Therefore each arbitrary control algorithm can be 
implemented using 
 n = 2(15G + 5J + 15GJ + 5) (3)
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structures of the logical circuit of FSM with transformation of the codes of the objects.

For the FSM of middle complexness G=J=6 [1], therefore expression (2) determines n=1330 different 
structures. The particular structure Si is set whether by the formula B*C or by the formula A*B*C. For example, 
formula S1=M2LPECAD3 determines the Moore FSM with optimal encoding of the states, transformation of 
the codes of the states in the codes of the logic conditions, replacement of logic conditions by two additional 
variables, three classes of compatible microoperations and transformation of the codes of the states in the 
codes of the sets of microoperations. 

As we can see there are many possible solutions for the same problem. It means that there is a problem 
to compare the different proposed solutions and well-known solutions. In other words we should find the 
effectiveness of any proposed method. One of the approaches to solution of this problem is to compare the 
results of different methods’ application for some test examples. But such approach permits to get decision 
only for some points of the design space and does not show the picture in common. More fruitful approach 
proposed by the authors is based on the probabilistically representation of the characteristics of an algorithm 
of control. Second point here is to find not absolute but relative characteristics to compare the different 
methods of design. And last point here is to use customized VLSI instead of standard PLD. It is known that 
relative estimation of hardware amount for two different structures of FSM is approximately the same for 
implementation of its circuits using standard and customized PLDs. 

5 Conclusions

The method of transformation of the codes of objects permits to decrease the hardware amount in the 
circuit used for formation of the excitations functions of FSM. An application of this method is reasonable if 
total cost of subcircuit P and code transformer is less then cost of subcircuit P in the FSM with PY-structure. 
This cost can be estimated weather as money or as amount of chips in the circuit.

Transformation of the codes of the states in the codes of the sets of microoperations leads to the 
increasing of the latency time of FSM, therefore this method can be applied only when the criteria of the 
effectiveness of the FSM is the minimal cost. The researchers conducted by the author shown that application 
of the proposed approach permits to decrease the hardware amount up to 17-22% to compare with FSM SM 
with PY-structure.
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